
Infor has done a great job of fitting the solution to the industry. 
Take advantage of that. Look at what they’ve done and figure out 
how to optimize your business using the tool that they offer.”

Michelle Kelley 
IT Director, Ring Container

Finance & supply chain

• Support quality and compliance while reducing costs
• Leverage AI to optimize and automate workflows
• Optimize your supply chain with enhanced visibility and collaboration 

as well as improved planning capabilities

Workforce

• Collaboration & role-based BI accelerates intelligent responsiveness
• Technology to recruit, train, retain, and utilize the best talent
• Mobile field service functionality to expand your services business

Assets

• Improve plant productivity and reduce downtime while supporting 
sustainability initiatives

• Support new business models with insight into assets in the field
• Facilitate shop floor visibility and control

Customer experience

• Deliver timely, accurate quotes and enable customer self-service
• Support product innovation through facilitated workflows and design 

document management
• Utilize machine learning to optimize pricing and margins

Industrial manufacturing
DIGITAL OPERATIONS PLATFORM

For today’s industrial manufacturing companies, turning raw materials into finished products 
means looking beyond the walls of the factory—to a global value chain where new advances 
in IT forces, like Big Data and the Internet of Things (IoT), are converging with operational 
innovations. Infor solutions are purpose built to manage the complete manufacturing 
operation, from financials and strategic planning to shop floor management, quality control, 
and scheduling. With Infor Industrial Manufacturing’s flexible suite of advanced solutions, 
you can manage your global supply chain, focus on customer expectations, and accelerate 
growth—so you can be prepared for the factory of the future. 

With over 30 years of industry expertise, Infor has helped Industrial Manufacturers 
around the world improve productivity. 
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